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Value AddOn Solution GPS Tracking  
 
Companies with their own or rented fleet vehicles used for the carriage of goods need a simple 
solution for planning and coordinating their fleet and for evaluating, assessing and improving 
the efficiency of their fleet operations. The FSS Value AddOn Solution GPS tracking was 
developed for companies with fleets of more than 20 vehicles and covers the central needs of 
fleet management. The functions include GPS tracking of all vehicles in real time including 
visualization on world maps and the creation of customized geofences beyond which certain 
users / customers are automatically notified if crossed. In addition, sales orders can be 
individually linked with vehicles per delivery and monitored with geofencing or GPS data. 
 

  
Image 1; Screenshot E1 page map view train wagons with aggregated numbers 

 
Requirements and functionality 
To use the FSS Value AddOn GPS Tracking 
Solution, the JD Edwards Modules Master, 
Status History, Meter Readings, PM 
Schedules, and Sales Order Integration 
modules must be set up accordingly. In 
addition, all vehicles must be equipped with 
suitable GPS devices (if not already 
available). 
 
 
 

Customer benefits / value added 
By using the FSS Value AddOn GPS Tracking 
Solution, entire fleets can be monitored and 
controlled in detail. Users always know 
where their vehicles are all over the world. 
The position of the vehicles linked to sales 
orders can additionally be opened directly 
from the respective sales order. This 
functionality simplifies appointment 
monitoring and information to customers. In 
addition, automated notifications can be set 
up so that, for example, warehouses are 
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notified x hours before a vehicle arrives or 
customers receive an information when a 
vehicle arrives in the next x hours. The 
accuracy of the data generated can increase 

the efficiency of existing fleets or help 
effectively renegotiate contracts with third 
parties.  

 

 
Image 2; Screenshot filtering in map view according to user specific criteria 

 

 
Image 3; Interactive map with aggregated numbers (amount of vehicles) 
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Image 4; Vehicles per sales order (CafeOne map view) 

 
Image 5; Example e-mail notification triggered by geofence 

 
Image 6; Technical solution architecture incl. JDE IoT Orchestrator 


